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Bean Life Cycle
Can you put the pictures in the right order?



Bean Life Cycle Cut-Outs
Cut out these images to use with the activity sheet.











My character is                                                                            

What was the character’s problem? Did they 

manage to solve their problem? If so, how?

What do you know about the character?

What are the character’s traits? How did the character change over time?

?

?

D
raw you character

 h
er

e.
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Character Profile
Character name
Appearance:

  

  

  

  

 

Personality:

  

  

  

  

 

Actions: What does your character do in the story?

  

  

  

 

Change:

  

  

  

 

Draw a sketch of your character:
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Common Exception  Words  List 1           Reading  Spelling 

 

   

 

 



door floor poor because find kind mind

behind child children wild climb most only

both old gold cold hold told every

everybody even great break steak pretty beautiful

after fast last past father class grass

pass plant path bath hour move prove

improve sure sugar eye could should would

who whole any many clothes busy people

water again half money Mr Mrs parents

Year 2 - Common Exception Words



Draw the 2D Shape
Read the clues below. Write the name of the 2D shape. Draw the 2D shape in the box.

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer:                                
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I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer:                                

I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer:                                
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Draw the 2D Shape
Read the clues below. Write the name of the 2D shape. Draw the 2D shape in the box.

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer:                                
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I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer:                                

I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer:                                

I have five sides. I have five corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                
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I have six sides. I have six corners.  
My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                

I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. Two sides are long.  

Two sides are short. I have two pairs of 
parallel lines and angles.

Answer:                                
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I have four equal sides.  

My opposite sides are equal.  
My opposite angles are equal.

Answer:                                
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Draw the 2D Shape
Read the clues below. Write the name of the 2D shape. Draw the 2D shape in the box.

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer:                                

I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer:                                
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I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer:                                

I have five sides. I have five corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                

I have six sides. I have six corners.  
My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                
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I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. Two sides are long. Two 

sides are short. I have two pairs of parallel 
lines and angles.

Answer:                                

I have four equal sides. My opposite sides 
are equal. My opposite angles are equal.

Answer:                                
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I have three sides. I have three corners. 

My sides are straight. Two of my sides 

are equal.

Answer:                                

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight. All of my sides 

are equal.

Answer:                                

I have three sides. I have three corners. 

My sides are straight. Two of my sides 

are equal.

Answer:                                
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I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer:                                

I have eight sides. I have eight corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer:                                

I have four sides. Two of my sides are 

parallel. The other two sides are not.

Answer:                                
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Draw the 2D Shape 
Answers

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight.

Answer: triangle

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer: square

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer: rectangle
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I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer: circle

I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer: semicircle
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I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight.

Answer: triangle

I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer: square

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer: rectangle

Draw the 2D Shape 
Answers
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I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer: circle

I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer: semicircle

I have five sides. I have five corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer: pentagon
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I have six sides. I have six corners.  
My sides are all straight.

Answer: hexagon

I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer: oval

I have four sides. Two sides are long.  

Two sides are short. I have two pairs of 
parallel lines and angles.

Answer: parallelogram
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I have four equal sides.  

My opposite sides are equal.  
My opposite angles are equal.

Answer: rhombus
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I have four sides. I have four corners.  

My sides are all the same length.

Answer: square 

I have four sides. I have four corners.

Two of my sides are long and two 

are short.

Answer: rectangle

I have one side. My side is curved.  

I have no corners.

Answer: circle

Draw the 2D Shape 
Answers
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I have two sides. I have two corners.

I have one curved side and one 

straight side.

Answer: semicircle

I have five sides. I have five corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer: pentagon

I have six sides. I have six corners.  
My sides are all straight.

Answer: hexagon
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I have one curved side. I have no corners.  

I am not a circle.

Answer: oval

I have four sides. Two sides are long. Two 

sides are short. I have two pairs of parallel 
lines and angles.

Answer: parallelogram

I have four equal sides. My opposite sides 
are equal. My opposite angles are equal.

Answer: rhombus
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I have three sides. I have three corners. 

My sides are straight. Two of my sides 

are equal.

Answer: scalene triangle

I have three sides. I have three corners.  

My sides are straight. All of my sides 

are equal.

Answer: equilateral triangle

I have three sides. I have three corners. 

My sides are straight. Two of my sides 

are equal.

Answer: isosceles triangle
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I have eight sides. I have eight corners.  

My sides are all straight.

Answer: octagon

I have four sides. Two of my sides are 

parallel. The other two sides are not.

Answer: trapezium
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Character Description

happy

scary

ugly

handsome

angry

kind gentlynasty crosshonest pretty

grumpy shybrave noblehorrible mean

polite boldcalm smartwise helpful

furious cruelunkind clumsycunning charming

odd oldyoung lazybored nervous

wicked

beautiful

strange silly

tall small

caring friendlyrude sly evil clever

colourful
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Dear                                     
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Match Up the Numbers
Can you find the right word to match up with the number? Draw a line to link each pair. 

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

three

nine

four

one

six

seven

zero

five

ten

eight

two
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Winter Colour by Number 
Colour in the parts of the picture according to the numbers shown in the key. 
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Winter Colour by Number 
Colour in the parts of the picture according to the numbers shown in the key. 
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Winter Colour by Number 
Colour in the parts of the picture according to the numbers shown in the key. 
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Writing Numbers in English

27 twenty-seven

1

46

12

35

23

44

28

51

14

5

22

66

52

69

0 - zero 19 - nineteen

1 - one 20 - twenty

2 - two 21 - twenty-one

3 - three 30 - thirty

4 - four 40 - forty

5 - five 50 - fifty

6 - six 60 - sixty

7 - seven 70 - seventy

 8 - eight 80 - eighty

9 - nine 90 - ninety

10 - ten 100 - hundred

11 - eleven

 12 - twelve

13 - thirteen

14 - fourteen

15 - fifteen

16 - sixteen

17 - seventeen

18 - eighteen

Write the numbers in English.

good

so so

needs 
more practice
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